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ABSTRACT

“Green infrastructure is defined as an interconnected network of “green” space that
conserves natural ecosystem values and functions and provides related benefits to both
human and non-human(Fauna & Flora) population.1
Green Infrastructure is therefore a new ecological (framework) model needed for
considering spatial, environmental, social and economic sustainability in a bigger strategic
context—in short it is an essential natural life sustaining system for our nation. The green
infrastructure model provides a contemporary and innovative way to address this strategic
absence in the urban environment.
Despite different definition of what constitute green infrastructure, most theorists agree that it
comprises 3 things: connectivity, multi-functionality, and “green”.2
River corridors are natural ecosystems considered as “Green” Infrastructure, which provide
an interconnected network of “green” open spaces in cities.
In terms of connectivity, Windhoek, Namibia, has three major ecological corridors along the
Klein Windhoek, Gammams and Arebbusch rivers, connecting suburbs, the city and two
major dams known as Goreangab dam, North-West and Avis dam, South East of Windhoek.
The rivers are ephemeral; it creates a contrast between a dominant dry season to a relative
“wet” season i.e. due to water flow during a specific time of the year.
Over 200 hectares of river course space during both peak and non-peak events is
underutilised. These existing open spaces are left unused, polluted and poorly managed
reducing their potential for “multi-functionality”. Most critically however, Windhoek is a
semi-arid landscape and not necessarily “green”.
This begs the question: Does “green” infrastructure have to be green? In semi-arid regions,
many green infrastructure practices may not be “green” at all. 3 Windhoek, will therefore be
used as a case study to test how green infrastructure might function in a different way when
it is not entirely green, which is a key part of green infrastructure.
Would “brown-green” infrastructure be a better description for this context?

1
2
3

Neil Williamson, Jon Lovell, Green Infrastructure position statement (2009): 1-30.
Wright, Hannah. “Understanding green infrastructure: the development of a contested concept in England.” Local
Environment 16, no. 10 (2011): 1003-1019.
Green Infrastructure in Arid and Semi-Arid Climates
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WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA

1. INTRODUCTION
Green Infrastructure is a Euro-centric and North American model specifically developed due
to water richness. ““Green” is a more implicit idea in definition and usually represents the
elements of green infrastructure that act as a basis for environmental improvements.”1 For
example the use of “green” varies, providing different assests that are green in color (green
spaces, wetlands, forests).2
The primary question that developed out of the hypothesis is: Does green infrastructure have
to be “green?” The focus of this study aims to address the “green” in green infrastructure,
what it implies when it is green or not green and its performance as an element that act as a
basis for environmental improvements to existing open space in a semi-arid region.
METHODOLOGY
The study is conducted through a series of analytical maps of Windhoek, to investigate the
green infrastructure premise. The mapping firstly introduces the Hydrological system of
Windhoek, as this forms the structural ecological backbone to any green infrastructure. The
maps that follow explores the performance of green (wet): flood risk areas, run-off
co-efficiency of streets/roads (bitumen) vs soil/natural earth. The green as a functional
element to deal with floods and excessive heat. Lastly, which is very important to the study is
the green to brown/ brown to green gradient due to seasonal change.
Most importantly the objective of this report in the process of investigation, attempts to use
“brown-green” as a substitute for “green” in green infrastructure in a semi-arid region.

1
2

Understanding green infrastructure: the development of a contested concept in England, p.1007
Green infrastructure: Smart conservation for the 21st century.
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2. ANALYSIS OF WINDHOEK

Map 1: Major Catchments A and B and Sub Catchment of Windhoek (GIS, authors own, 2016)

Hydrology is the major determined system in green infrastructure. It is a natural ecological system
whether green or brown, connecting spaces.
Analysis:
Catchments:
A:
Arebbusch - Supply 100% of the water.
B:
Klein Windhoek - Supply 80% of water
Finding:
Green = wet = water in rivers = 20%
Brown = dry = no water in rivers = 80%

2

CBD

Zoomed in area

Map 2: Permeability: Run-off coefficiency (GIS, authors own, 2016)

Street/Roads ar secondary engineered spaces that connect cities.
Analysis:
Grey- Built form: roads and buildings = impermeable = 40%
Brown- Ground = Permeable = 60%
Finding:
Street/Road/buildings: non- impervious surfaces = high volume of stormwater runoff, especially in the
urban areas (CBD) = no infiltration =blockage in storm events = run off require storm water
management.
3
Ground: impervious = run-off immediately absorbed = inflitrated into ground/plants

Residential

Residential/
Offices

Industrial/
Residential

Map 3: Flood and flood risk areas (GIS, authors own, 2016)

Analysis:
Grey/Black - Indicative Floods (Flash/fluvial)= 50 and 100 year
Orange: Developed areas affected
Finding:
While most parts of Windhoek is currently adequately protected from floodwaters, climate change
will increase the probability of flooding from fluvial, surface and sewer sources. Existing open spaces
network are potential green infrastructure mitigation measures.
4

Map 4: Open space Network flood mitigation management(GIS, authors own, 2016)

Analysis:
Grey/Black - Indicative Floods (Flash/fluvial)= 50 and 100 year
Orange: Developed areas affected
Green/Brown: Open space network
Finding:
Open spaces are not used to full potential to assist in flood mitigation. Open space network can
mitigate fluvial flooding by absorbing stormwater/ runoff. Floodwater/runoff can be temporally
stored in the “brown-green”open space system. and released into streams, rivers, canals slowly.

5

Map 5: Urban areas deficient in open space (GIS, authors own, 2016)

Analysis:
Urban area deficient in open space

Finding:
Windhoek does have adequate open space however, over 200 hectares of open space along river corridors are underutilised, therefore potential to develop these spaces that are green and brown in nature.
At a regional scale the North Eastern part of Windhoek, Goreangab dam (wet and “green”space has the
potential to develop into a regional park. A portion of Goreangab dam is already a recreational space. 6

Zoomed in area

Map 6: Green, Brown and Grey Spatial Detection (GIS, authors own, 2016)

Analysis:
Green= vegetation
Brown = ground/soil
Grey = built form
Finding:
During the wet season rivers and open spaces are green however during the dry season which is 80%
of the time, the open spaces are “green”(tree presence), the periphery of rivers are green but the
7
river itself is dry. Open spaces therefore are Brown-Green = dry-wet.

Map 7: Green to Brown Gradient- Seasonal change (GIS, authors own, 2016)

Analysis:
Green= greenness due to water = wet
Brown = brownness due to lack of water = dry
Finding:
The result show both a green and brown infrastructure.
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Retention

Drainage

Barrier
Retention -

Shade and Path

Path

Map 8: Characteristics or interplay of green and brown in spaces.(GIS, authors own, 2016)

Analysis:
Green = Wet = Water = Quality
Brown = Dry = no Water = Quantity
Finding:
Due to lack of water presence, the absence of water allows for somewhat of a greenery. Greenery is
a compliment to the dryness!
9

4. CONCLUSION
“Green” is a more implicit idea in definition and usually represents the
elements of green infrastructure which are green in color (green spaces, wetlands, forests).
People associate with the color green, to describe a landscape or space in a region.
Hydrology is the determinant factor for “green” infrastructure to function as “green”, which
provide green corridors and open spaces. In this particular context, green (wet) is periodical,
whereas brown (dry) is permanent, it takes the hydrological function and also provide an
impart for public open space to develop.
The analysis reveal an analogy of green and brown. The brown (dry) is more dominant, can
be seen as a quality when it is seen from a different perspective to green, for example; a
Oasis space, were the brown creates the scene or illusion that its still green and wet. Even
though most spaces are dry in nature, it still represents the color green.
“Brown-Green” Infrastructure is therefore an appropriate description for Windhoek in a
semi-arid environment, which provides for both a green and brown multi-functionalism of
open spaces to address environmental issues in similar ways. A dry and resilient environment
capable to adopt to change, especially in the current climate change phenomenon.

10
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APPENDIX I

Zoomed in area

Map 9: Infrared map: Red, Brown and Grey Spatial Detection (GIS, authors own, 2016)

Analysis:
Red= green vegetation
Brown = ground/soil
Grey = built form
Finding:
The map show both a green and brown infrastructure.

CBD

Zoomed in area

Map 10: Run-off co-efficiency (GIS, authors own, 2016)

Street/Roads are secondary engineered spaces that connect cities.
Analysis:
Grey - Street/road: mostly asphalt/non impervious = 30%
White - Soil: Lithosol, thin layer impervious = 70%
Finding:
Street/Road: non- impervious surfaces = high volume of stormwater runoff, especially in the urban
areas (CBD) = no infiltration =blockage in storm events = run off require storm water management.
Soil: impervious = run-off immediately absorbed = infiltrated into ground/plants

APPENDIX 1: INVENTORY OF WINDHOEK’S RIVER CORRIDORS

Map 11: Arebbusch river corridor (Google maps, authors own, 2016)

Map 12: Klein Windhoek river corridor (Google maps, authors own, 2016)

Map 13: Gammams river corridor (Google maps, authors own, 2016)

RUBRIC
CRITERIA

RESPONSE

DELIVERABLE

Context

Infrastructure and public open space system is non existent
in Windhoek, investigating Windhoek through the lense of
"brown "infrastructure and public open spaces network.
Dryness is also a quality associated with Windhoek open
spaces. Project therefore focuses on establishing a
performative opens spaces system and embracing dryness

A series of maps unpacks the geomorphology,
hydrological and open space systems of Windhoek,
followed by establishing a brown infrastructure and open
public space network. Photographs of the river context.

Landscape Architecture industry does not exist in
Windhoek. It challenges landscape infrastructure/ green
infrastructure and sets a "new" infrastructure and open
spaces system for this particular context. Project explores
how landscape architects can design with the presence and
absence of water
Due to apartheid planning the project address the spatial
inequality. Infrastructure connects and provide access to
open public spaces. Considers open space distribution

Maps of Windhoek's Landscape characteristics and
identifying a new Infrastructure, open space system and
types

Landscape
Architecture

Namibia

Site

Indication of distribution and deficiency of open spaces
are mapped.

The sites depend on a hydrological system, its either wet or Existing context, Plans and Photomontages describe new
dry or a gradient from wet to dry. The dryness is an
proposal
identifiable material specific to the place and embraces the
brownness.

Scale

Landscape and Human scale: Landscape - Brown
Brown Infrastructure maps address the landscape scale
Infrastructure address the ecological, socio-economical role and the typology criteria sheet address the hierarchy of
and the open space system address the human scale
types
according to a type criteria

Form

Configuration of various types. Form is determined by the
physical quality of site

Ecology
Representation

Idea

Physicality

Process

Each type has been designed according to the typology
criteria.

Brown Infrastructure address the ecological role - connects Analytical diagram, maps and considering micro climatic
and provide access, manage flood risks and overheating
conditions
Brown represents the dryness of Windhoek and how brown Seen throughout presentation
can be appreciated as a design technique
Project focus is primarily about Windhoek's public open
Referring to study: the analytical maps and sketches.
spaces that are not designed nor coherent. The brown as a Addressing the hypothesis question and to conclude
technique /infrastructure address the idea that landscape what the study suggest about the topic
architects can design with brown.
Brown/Rock Palette, "Oasis "spaces (wetness) micro
climatic conditions. - Natural landscape materiality

How the rock pallete can be used as material and the
different use and effect of materiality - site specific and
/or type specific

The project follows a series of analytical maps from the
study addressing dryness (brown) and wetness (green)
developing a brown infrastructure, rock palette and
addressing the green as a " secondary" element.

The brown as a colour pallete used to explain each
typology

Innovation

The critique of green infrastructure and open space systems The project discuss and demonstrate how an old idea can
does not suit Windhoek's climate. Windhoek is not green , it differ, seen from a different design perspective
is Brown. Brown infrastructure is seen as an appropriate
landscape intervention and offers landscape architects new
ideas as to how to work/ design in the presence and
absence of water

Experience

Each type has a different role and hierarchy within the open Each site shows a different experience according to the
public space system that address the needs for both
typology sheet. Shows brownness spatialy. Explains how
Humans, Fauna and Flora. Each type also address the
brownnes is used within each design - material and use
physical quality of the site enhancing and embracing the
dryness

Embracing dryness, by Gaby Schmidbauer (MLA 2016)
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Habitat, Play spaces, Facilities, Shade
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Suburb Parks provide outdoor facilities informal/ multi purpose sport fields,
Entertainment braai natural spots, play spaces,
SUD systems
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Multi-purpose Hall

Informal sports are popular spaces it provide
active outdoor spaces. Formalizing the space
would also provide Suds and Micro climate
spaces (trees-shade)
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Neighborhoods provide spaces for Play space for
children, Leisure spaces and promote bird and
butterfly habitat
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Road verges, islands, corner spaces provide
spaces for informal garden spaces to promote
indigenous vegetation and beautify
Neighborhoods
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